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The ATW-T210CI from the 2000 Series embodies a versatile and reliable
Bodypack Transmitter designed for professional-grade audio applications.
Operating seamlessly within the UHF frequency range, this transmitter
offers 10 selectable channels, ensuring interference-free transmission
and adaptability across various performance scenarios. Its compact and
durable design ensures ease of use and longevity, capable of
withstanding rigorous use in different environments. The user-friendly
interface, coupled with intuitive controls, facilitates hassle-free operation
during performances. With switchable RF power output between high
(30mW) and low (10mW) settings, compliance with regulations for
spurious emissions, and a variety of input connections using four-pin
locking connectors, this Bodypack Transmitter stands as a reliable and
adaptable solution for professionals seeking quality audio transmission in
diverse settings.

Professional-Grade Performance: Engineered for professional audio
applications, ensuring reliability and top-tier performance.
UHF Frequency Operation: Operates within the UHF frequency
range, providing 10 selectable channels for interference-free
transmission and adaptability. Versatile Usage: Suitable for a wide
array of performance scenarios and setups, catering to diverse audi
Versatile Usage: Suitable for a wide array of performance scenarios
and setups, catering to diverse audio requirements. Compact and
Durable Design: Compact build for easy portability and durability to
withstand rigorous use in various environments.
Compact and Durable Design: Compact build for easy portability
and durability to withstand rigorous use in various environments.
Switchable RF Power Output: Offers flexibility with switchable power
output between high (30mW) and low (10mW) settings, adapting to
different environments.
Compliance with Regulations: Meets regulations for spurious
emissions, ensuring compliance and reliability.
Diverse Input Connections: Equipped with four-pin locking
connectors for versatile input connections, enabling compatibility
with various audio devices.
Professional Audio Transmission: Designed to transmit professional-
grade audio, providing reliability and adaptability in diverse
professional audio setups.
Long-Lasting Performance: Ensures consistent and reliable
performance, meeting the demands of professional audio
transmission over extended periods.
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ITEM DETAILS

Category Pro Audio

UPS Shippable Y

Shipping Weight 0

Country of Origin MY-Malaysia

TAA Compliant N
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